Sharing Seeds

Sharing seeds is a great way to send your love to family and friends. There are many options of the type of seeds you could share that make great gifts such as fruit and vegetable seeds, flower seeds, and even seeds to start pollinator gardens. Here’s a seed packet template you can use with kids to create your very own seed sharing activity.

WHAT YOU’LL NEED: Scissors, Glue Or Tape, Crayons Or Markers

DIRECTIONS: Cut out the template below. Fold dotted lines. The rectangle with the dotted lines is the front of your seed packet. Students can draw a picture and write the name of the seeds they will put inside. Panels A and B are part of the back of the seed packet. Fold panel A first, then glue B panels down to seal the seed packet. Have students fill in the instructions for planting the seeds on the lines provided on the back.